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Originally the geometric evidence was above the organic one, but it was not a clear geometry but contained
slight curvatures.

Untitled, 2009. 60 x 77 x 72 cm | 23,6 x 30,3 x 28,3 in. Casted aluminum

La Galería Elvira González opened on Tuesday 19 May the fifth solo exhibition of the sculptor
Juan Asensio in our halls.
This exhibition brings together thirteen works in which there are small format marbles and large
sculptures of stainless steel and aluminum. This material is a novelty in the production of Asensio
working it sometimes laminated and others cast and skated.
The exhibition delves into the study of different forms of geometric origin that derive towards
organic forms reminiscent of forms of nature Nevertheless the work is fundamentally abstract.
There is therefore no imitation of nature but an approach to it through geometric abstraction.

SHOWROOM 1
In the first room we find a large wall piece made of laminated aluminum. This sculpture is formed
by three identical plates, curved that intertwine forming a symmetrical work of great formal
simplicity whose result, of a certain ambiguity, can evoke both a vegetable form and industrial
machinery.
SHOWROOM 2
The central room is dominated by three cast and
patinated aluminum structures. They are variations
from a quadrangular prism whose surfaces are twisted
giving rise to forms of a great organicity, although
clearly preserving its geometric structure. In this same
room we can also find some smaller stone works on
the same theme.

Untitled, 2009. 137 x 143 cm. Casted aluminum

SHOWROOM 3

Three pieces in stainless steel. These are elements previously used in his work and which are
now no longer exempt, and the walls are incorporated in a set of double reflections (floor-wall,
wall-wall) giving the work a greater speciality.

Untitled, 2009. Stainless steel

Throughout the exhibition through a work of clear and direct reading, Juan Asensio makes clear
his interest in geometry and those simple and primordial forms that are the origin of all that
surrounds us.
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